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Adventure Judaism Classroom Solutions, Inc. Paperback. Book Condition: New. Paperback. 46
pages. Dimensions: 11.0in. x 8.5in. x 0.1in.Torah Study and Dvar Torah Writing for the 21st Century!
Featuring. . . - Full retellings of the Biblical text written at a teen level! - Great advice on ways to
approach the Biblical text! - Handy charts and organizers for preparing a Dvar Torah and learning
the melodies for Torah trop! - Blessings for all customs and traditions! Links to maps and resources
(ebook ePub edition only)! - Easy instructions for putting on tallit and tefillin! - Useful timeline of
Biblical history and events! English texts include: - Bereshit Genesis 18: 1 to 22: 24 - Blessings for
reading the Torah (traditional and alternative) Hebrew texts include: - Bereshit Genesis 18: 1-14
(three aliyot) - Blessings for reading the Torah (traditional and alternative) This item ships from
multiple locations. Your book may arrive from Roseburg,OR, La Vergne,TN. Paperback.
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ReviewsReviews

A top quality ebook and the font used was fascinating to read through. It is writter in easy terms and not confusing. Its been written in an remarkably easy
way in fact it is simply after i finished reading through this publication through which actually altered me, alter the way i believe.
-- Rober to B lock-- Rober to B lock

I just began reading this pdf. It is actually writter in straightforward words instead of hard to understand. Once you begin to read the book, it is extremely
difficult to leave it before concluding.
-- Jensen B ins-- Jensen B ins
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